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Abstract—Episodic memory which can store and recall
episodes has been modeled by various research. Those models
focus on encoding and retrieving the same sequence of events
of episodes. In this paper, we propose context preference-based
deep adaptive resonance theory (CPD-ART). CPD-ART uses a
new approach in encoding and retrieving a temporal sequence of
events considering subjects, preference criteria such as weather,
and object contexts such as beverage. A new layer, context
preference ﬁeld, is added to the encoding and retrieval processes
for decision making. Context preference ﬁeld encodes and
stores the knowledge of criteria and object contexts, along with
their relations in probability weight vectors. Simulation results
demonstrate that CPD-ART is able to conduct decision making
analysis and retrieve the sequence of events of an episode
correctly through decision making analysis based on subjects,
preference criteria, and the object contexts.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In psychology and neuroscience, human long-term memory
is generally divided into two categories: implicit memory and
explicit memory [1], [2]. Implicit memory works under human
unconsciousness while explicit memory works under human
consciousness [2]. The most common form of implicit memory
is procedural memory [3] which helps humans to perform tasks
such as riding a bicycle, writing with a pencil, etc. On the other
hand, explicit memory consists of two divisions in general:
semantic memory and episodic memory [4]. Semantic memory
refers to the memory that stores factual information accepted
between each other [5] such as knowing what a phone is, South
Korea capital is Seoul, etc. Episodic memory refers to memory
that stores and retrieves past events and personal experiences;
it stores those events in time sequential form [6], [7]. Some
examples of episodic memory are remembering our graduation
day, our ﬁrst day of school, etc.
A lot of research in modeling episodic memory has been
conducted in the past few years. REM-II [8] modeled episodic
memory based on Bayesian features. A. Nuxoll et al. [9]
also deﬁned a design space for episodic memory model and
implemented it within a cognitive architecture. However, these
models can only store simple events and their basic relations.
W. Wang et al. [10] developed a novel episodic memory
model based on fusion adaptive resonance theory (fusion
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ART) [11]. This model can encode complex events and recall
them even with partial and erroneous cues. Later, forgetting
mechanism was also included in [10] and proposed as episodic
memory-adaptive resonance theory (EM-ART) [12].
Applications of episodic memory based on EM-ART are
used in several different ﬁelds: human daily activity pattern
[13], autonomous robot [14]–[17], etc. Nevertheless, EM-ART
is found out to fail in storing duplicate events in an episode
[18] and also retrieval error may occur depending on the
number of events in stored episodes [16]. In order to solve
these problems, Deep ART [19] which also works based on
fusion ART neural model was proposed. Deep ART uses
a different kind of encoding and decoding methods in the
event ﬁeld such that it can store duplicate events as well.
Also, complement coding is removed during the retrieval
process to solve the retrieval error due to the different number
of events in stored episode. Thus, Deep ART is robust to
both of encoding and retrieval errors. By this time, research
about episodic memory focused on storing and recalling the
episodes; research about encoding and retrieval based on
user preferences has not deeply studied. G. Sieber et al.
[20] proposed a resource description framework (RDF)-based
episodic memory component that takes account of user
preferences from past interactions. Nonetheless, this model is
limited only to language processing since it was applied to an
artiﬁcial companion for having a dialogue.
In this paper, we propose a context preference-based Deep
ART (CPD-ART) which integrates user preferences into
episodic memory model. CPD-ART retrieves not only stored
event’s input vectors and attributes, but also different kinds
of inputs depending on the subjects and preference criteria.
Adapting Deep ART procedure, CPD-ART encodes all the
episodes, subjects, preference criteria, and object contexts. In
the retrieval process, context preference ﬁeld is introduced.
Context preference ﬁeld acts as a decision maker in which
subjects, preference criteria and object context ﬁeld of a
particular input channel are considered to retrieve event’s input
vectors and attributes. Beside determining the decision of
event’s input vectors and attributes, context preference ﬁeld
also learns and updates the relations between those criteria and
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Fig. 1: Deep ART architecture with four layers structure: attribute ﬁeld, input ﬁeld, event ﬁeld, and episode ﬁeld.
object contexts after the retrieval process. The effectiveness
of the proposed CPD-ART is demonstrated through computer
simulations for the task intelligence of a robot in which it
learns some tasks and retrieve them based on provided criteria.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents an
overview of Deep ART. Section III describes the procedure
of the proposed CPD-ART. Simulation results along with
the discussion regarding the effectiveness of CPD-ART are
presented in Section IV. Finally, concluding remarks follow in
Section V.

4) Template matching: This process checks whether
resonance occurs at J th node. Resonance occurs if the
following match function n mkJ is larger than the vigilance
parameter n ρk :
n

A. Input and Event Encoding
Deep ART receives input vectors n Ik from attribute
channels n F1k which contains features of input channels in
the input ﬁeld F2 . The process to encode input consists of
some basic operations of fusion ART [11] as follows:
1) Complement Coding: Input vectors n Ik that are passed
to attribute channel n F1k go through complement coding
process as follows:
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After input encoding, input channels of input ﬁeld F2n ,
which specify a particular event, are encoded in the input
channel of event ﬁeld i F3 . Event encoding also has the same
process as the input encoding in which input ﬁeld F2 is the
input and the input channel of event ﬁeld i F3 is the output of
the fusion ART.
B. Episode Encoding
Episode ﬁeld F4 encodes the sequences of events provided
by the event ﬁeld F3 as shown in Fig. 2. The encoding process
of a temporal sequence of events is implemented using the
following equations:
b
o

(1)

2) Code activation: The input vectors n xk are activated at
the j th node of input ﬁeld F2 by the following choice function:

|n xk ∧n wkj |

5) Template learning: If resonance occurs, the weight for
every channel k will be updated as follows:
n

II. D EEP ART A RCHITECTURE
Deep ART is an unsupervised learning neural model that can
learn and retrieve episodes of temporal sequences of events as
in episodic memory. It consists of several layers depending on
the usage, but in general four layers are used for an episodic
memory: attribute ﬁeld, input ﬁeld, event ﬁeld, and episodic
ﬁeld. The architecture of Deep ART is shown in Fig. 1.
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where i xn and b xn are the input and buffer vectors, o yn is
the output vector, and i w, b w, o w are the input, buffer, output

(2)

3) Code competition: All nodes in the nth input channels
go through a competition process. The winner, indexed at J,
is selected by checking which node has the highest choice
function value as follows:


n
TJ = max n Tj : for all F2 node j .
(3)

Fig. 2: Encoding process of event sequences in Deep ART.
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weight vectors, respectively. Note that b x1 is initialized with
zero which means that o y0 is a zero vector at the beginning.
After the encoding process using (6), the output vectors
o
yn are normalized before inputted to the episode ﬁeld F4 .
The normalized output o ŷn is simply calculated by dividing
the output vectors with the maximum positional number of the
output vectors.
Finally, episode in episode ﬁeld is encoded by using
fusion ART, the same method described in subsection A. The
normalized output vectors of event ﬁeld, o ŷn , act as the input
of fusion ART and the encoded episode in episode ﬁeld acts
as the output of fusion ART.

III. CPD-ART A RCHITECTURE
Same as Deep ART, CPD-ART encodes and retrieves
the temporal sequences of events. However, CPD-ART also
considers subject and preference criteria knowledge during the
encoding and retrieval processes. The main difference between
proposed model and Deep ART appears in the type of data or
ﬁelds to be encoded and also the procedure of the retrieval
process which will be presented in this section.
A. Encoding Process
In Deep ART, encoding process is carried out only for the
attributes, inputs, events, and episodes. In CPD-ART, subjects,
preference criteria, and object contexts are also encoded.
Subject is the person that CPD-ART interacts with; preference
criteria are the factors that CPD-ART needs to consider and
evaluate in order to make decision, such as weather, place,
time, etc. The decision itself is deﬁned as object context,
which is the description about an object along with its detailed
characteristics, e.g. water with hot temperature. There can be
several object contexts depending on the episode and event the
memory is dealing with.
Fig. 3 shows the additional encoding process in CPD-ART.
Both subjects and preference criteria are encoded with fusion
ART as shown in Fig. 3a. The encoding process consists of
two layers: criteria attribute ﬁeld C1 and criteria input ﬁeld
C2 . The criteria attribute ﬁeld C1 has several channels 1 C1k
which could be a subject channel and some preference criteria
channels. Similarly, object context is also encoded with fusion
ART as shown in Fig. 3b. It is also consisted of two layers:
object context attribute ﬁeld O1 and object context input ﬁeld
O2 . The object context attribute ﬁeld O1 has several channels
n k
O1 that resemble the characteristics of the corresponding
object context input channel O2x . Several object context input
channels O2x can be created depending on the number of object
contexts. After the encoding process, the criteria input ﬁeld C2

C. Episode, Event, and Input Retrieval
After learning phase, Deep ART can retrieve a speciﬁc
episode along with its temporal sequence of events and input
vectors. The summary of retrieval process is described below.
1) Episode retrieval: The chosen episode, denoted as J th
node, is retrieved by reading out the corresponding weight
vectors which is the normalized output vectors in the events’
sequence encoding.
o
(7)
ŷn = J w3 .
2) Sequence of events retrieval: This process is basically
the reverse of the encoding process in which at ﬁrst
the normalized output vector o ŷn is denormalized by
multiplying it with the maximum positional number. Then,
the denormalized output vectors o yn is inputted to the buffer
channel which later yields one element to the input channels
of event ﬁeld one at a time.
3) Event and input retrieval: Same as episode retrieval,
the chosen node in event ﬁeld is retrieved by reading out the
corresponding weights between event ﬁeld and input ﬁeld as
shown in (7), yielding input channels of the input ﬁeld. This
process is also performed in the input ﬁeld to retrieve input
attributes.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3: (a) Criteria encoding process in CPD-ART in which the criteria attribute ﬁeld C1 has several channels 1 C1k that represents
a subject channel and some preference criteria channels. (b) Object context encoding process in CPD-ART in which there are
several object context input channels O2x depending on the numbers of the object contexts; and also the object context attribute
ﬁeld O1 has several channels n O1k that represents a particular object context and its characteristics.
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Fig. 4: Episode retrieval process in CPD-ART. This ﬁgure shows the addition of context preference channels to the ﬁrst and
second channel of input ﬁeld, F21 and F22 , which means that these two channels require decision making analysis on the
retrieval process. On the other hand, the context preference channel is not connected to the nth channel F2n because it does
not require decision making analysis.

Fig. 5: Details of a context preference channel in CPD-ART. It consists of criteria input ﬁeld C2 , episode ﬁeld F4 , and input
channel of event ﬁeld i F3 as inputs; several object context input channels O2x in the object context input ﬁeld O2 ; and input
ﬁeld F2n as output. In this ﬁgure, the context selector chose the second object context input channel O22 through the probability
weight vector W2 for decision making analysis (marked as solid black line). Target object T is only used in the learning phase
to update the probability weight vectors Wx .
and object context input ﬁeld O2 in Fig. 3 will be used for
decision making analysis in the retrieval process.

retrieval process, but the nth input ﬁeld channel does not need
it.

B. Retrieval Process

Fig. 5 illustrates the detailed architecture of a context
preference channel. This channel is constructed with several
object context input channels O2x from the object context
input ﬁeld O2 encoded previously using Fig. 3b. Furthermore,
context preference channel receives three inputs: episode ﬁeld
F4 , event input channel i F3 , and criteria input ﬁeld C2 .
Episode ﬁeld and event input channel play roles in providing
knowledge about current episode and event that CPD-ART is
dealing with. On the other hand, criteria input ﬁeld plays a
role as the factor that CPD-ART need to evaluate for making
decision in the current episode and event.

The retrieval process of the episode and sequence of events
in CPD-ART follows the same procedure as in Deep ART.
However, context preference ﬁeld is added between event
ﬁeld and input ﬁeld as shown in Fig. 4. Context preference
ﬁeld consists of one or more context preference channels.
These channels are connected only to the input ﬁeld channels
that require decision making analysis. In Fig. 4, two context
preference channels are connected to the ﬁrst and the second
input ﬁeld channel, F21 and F22 , but not connected to the nth
input ﬁeld channel, F2n . This means that the ﬁrst and the
second input ﬁeld channel need decision making analysis in

Context selector in Fig. 5 decides where the criteria input
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ﬁeld C2 needs to be forwarded considering the episode
ﬁeld F4 and the event input channel i F3 . The connection
between context selector and each object context input channel
O2x are the probability weight vectors Wx where x is the
index of corresponding object context input channel O2x . This
weight vector functions as the main component in analyzing
decision making. Since probability weight vector resembles
the relationship between criteria and object context, it has a
size of N ×M for each object context input channel O2x where
N is the number of nodes in criteria input ﬁeld C2 and M is
the number of nodes in the corresponding object context input
channel O2x . Each probability weight vector Wx is initialized
by the following equation:
 1 
Wx =
for all elements.
(8)
M
The context preference channel works in either two phases:
prediction phase or learning phase. Prediction phase is selected
if a target object T is not provided. On the other hand, learning
phase is selected if a target object T is provided. The target
object is the desired decision in input ﬁeld F2n , provided by
the subject.
1) Prediction Phase: The process of this phase begins
from the context selector which determines whether the
corresponding episode and event input channel require
decision making analysis. If it does not require this analysis,
the event input channel i F3 is simply passed to the
corresponding input ﬁeld as follows:
F2n = i F3 .

(9)

However, if it requires decision making analysis, context
selector will connect criteria input ﬁeld C2 to a selected
probability weight vector. The selected weight vector Wx is
chosen by considering the event input channel i F3 and the
episode ﬁeld F4 . For instance, if the current episode is episode
2 and the event input channel is correlated with the second
object context input channel O22 , then the selected connection
is the one with probability weight vector W2 . After selecting
the proper probability weight vector, the decision making is
analyzed by calculating the probability relation between the
criteria and the corresponding object context input channel x
as follows:
O2x = C2 Wx .

F2n , the retrieval process continues to the input and attribute
retrieval as in Deep ART.
2) Learning Phase: Learning phase is selected if an target
object T is given to CPD-ART. First, the target object received
from subject is converted into binary representation so that the
target object matches with the object context input channel
representation. Then the target object is forwarded to the input
ﬁeld F2n for further retrieval process. After retrieval process
is over, update on CPD-ART knowledge is carried out by ﬁrst
predicting the decision based on the current probability weight
vector using (8) to (11). Finally, the weight vector is updated
by comparing the predicted decision Q(O2x ) and the given
target object T as follows:
Wxz(new) = Wxz(old) + η(T − Q(O2x )) , z∈N

(12)

where z is the index of the activated node in the criteria input
ﬁeld, η is the learning rate, and T is the target object in binary
representation.
IV. S IMULATION
We evaluated the performance of CPD-ART by simulating
two tasks of a service robot. More details about these two
tasks and their procedure are shown in Table I.
A. Simulation Environment
In the simulation, we used two input channels in the input
ﬁeld layer: action and object. There is no context preference
channel connected to the action input channel, but there is one
connected to the object input channel. This context preference
channel has two object context input channels: beverage and
pizza. The beverage context input channel have two types of
attributes: 1 (coffee, tea, or water) and 2 (hot or iced). The
pizza context input channel also have two types of attributes:
1 (ham pizza or seafood pizza) and 2 (thin or thick).
The criteria deﬁned for context preference channel are
subjects, time, and weather. Subjects have John and Mary;

(10)

Afterwards, a winner-take-all strategy, denoted as Q(.), in (11)
is conducted to ﬁnalize the decision by assigning the value of
each node in the object context input channel O2x as 0 or 1 as
follows:

1, for y O2x = max(O2x )
x
(11)
Qy (O2 ) =
0, for others
where y is the index of the node in the corresponding object
context input channel O2x . Finally, the output vector Q(O2x )
is forwarded to the input ﬁeld F2n as the ﬁnal decision made
by the context preference channel. Then from the input ﬁeld

TABLE I: Two Task Episodes Used in Simulation
Serving Beverage
Action

Object

Serving Pizza
Action

Object

Grasp

Cup

Grasp

Pizza

MoveTo

Vending

PutOn

Plate

Release

Cup

Grasp

Plate

Press

Beverage

MoveTo

Microwave
Microwave

Grasp

Cup

Open

MoveTo

Table

PutIn

Plate

Release

Cup

Close

Microwave

Press

MicrowaveButton

Open

Microwave

Grasp

Plate

Close

Microwave

MoveTo

Table

Release

Plate
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TABLE II: First Scenario of Episode Retrieval during A Week
Preference Criteria
Time
Weather

No.

Subject

1

John

Morning

Warm

2

John

Noon

Hot

3

John

Night

Cold

Episode to Retrieve

Target Object

No. of Retrievals

Beverage
Pizza

Hot Water
Thick Seafood

2
3

Beverage

Iced Coffee
Thick Ham
Thin Seafood

3
2
1

Pizza

Hot Water
Hot Tea
Thin Seafood

1
2
2

Hot Tea
Thin Ham

3
2

Pizza
Beverage

4

Mary

Morning

Warm

Beverage
Pizza

5

Mary

Noon

Hot

Beverage
Pizza

Iced Water
Thin Seafood

2
2

Beverage
6

Mary

Night

Cold

Hot Water
Thin Seafood
Thick Ham

2
1
2

Pizza

TABLE III: Second Scenario of Episode Retrieval without
Providing any Target Object
No.
1
2
3

Subject
John
John
John

Preference Criteria
Time
Morning
Noon
Night

Weather
Warm
Hot
Cold

4

Mary

Morning

Warm

5

Mary

Noon

Hot

6

Mary

Night

Cold

Episode to
Retrieve

Retrieval
Results

Beverage

Hot Water

TABLE IV: Details of the Two Tasks Retrieved by CPD-ART
from Second Scenario when John Ordered Beverage and Pizza
at A Warm Morning
Serving Beverage
Action

Object

Serving Pizza
Action

Object

Pizza

Thick Seafood

Grasp

Cup

Grasp

Thick Seafood Pizza

Beverage

Iced Coffee

MoveTo

Vending

PutOn

Plate

Pizza

Thick Ham

Release

Cup

Grasp

Plate

Beverage

Hot Tea

Press

Hot Water

MoveTo

Microwave
Microwave

Pizza

Thin Seafood

Grasp

Cup

Open

Beverage

Hot Tea

MoveTo

Table

PutIn

Plate

Pizza

Thin Ham

Release

Cup

Close

Microwave

Beverage

Iced Water

Press

MicrowaveButton

Thin Seafood

Open

Microwave

Hot Water

Grasp

Plate

Thick Ham

Close

Microwave

MoveTo

Table

Release

Plate

Pizza
Beverage
Pizza

time criterion has morning, noon, and night; weather criterion
has cold, warm, and hot. The learning rate η used in the context
preference channel learning phase was 0.1.
B. Simulation Scenarios
At ﬁrst, the two episodes, object contexts, subject and
preference criteria are encoded in CPD-ART. After encoding
process, retrieval process is carried out using two scenarios as
shown in Table II and III.
The ﬁrst scenario (Table II) is retrieving episode with
subject, preference criteria, and provided target object. In this
scenario, CPD-ART works in learning phase at the context
preference channel. Target object in Table II is the order or
object that subject deﬁned for the robot. For instance, event
sequence No. 2 means John is ordering iced coffee to the robot
at noon when it is hot. In this event sequence, ’John’ is the
subject, ’iced coffee’ is the target object, ’noon’ and ’hot’ are

the preference criteria. Additionally, the no. of retrievals is 3
which means that John already ordered this object three times
in a week. Note that the retrieval of each event sequence in
the ﬁrst scenario is randomly carried out throughout the week.
On the contrary, the second scenario (Table III) is retrieving
episode without providing any target object. In this scenario,
CPD-ART works in prediction phase at the context preference
channel. In this case, John does not give an order to the robot at
noon when it is hot. However, the robot is expected to retrieve
a particular beverage or pizza based on its knowledge.
C. Simulation Results
Fig. 6 and 7 show the initial probability weight vectors
of beverage context input channel and pizza context input
channel, respectively, in accordance with the subject and
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Fig. 6: Initial probability weight vectors plot for serving
beverage.

Fig. 8: Probability weight vectors plot for serving beverage
after ﬁrst scenario.

Fig. 7: Initial probability weight vectors plot for serving pizza.

Fig. 9: Probability weight vectors plot for serving pizza after
ﬁrst scenario.

preference criteria. We can see that for beverage and pizza
context input channels, the values of the probability weight
vectors are 0.167 and 0.25 which follows (8). Note that the
subject and preference criteria numbers in the ﬁgures are based
on the event sequence numbers in Table II. In other words, no.
1 corresponds to John, morning, and warm; no. 2 corresponds
to John, noon, and hot; and so on.
After running the ﬁrst scenario in Table II for retrieval
process, the probability weight vectors of both beverage and
pizza context input channels are updated as in Fig. 8 and 9,
respectively. From these results, we can imply that if John
orders beverage and food at noon when it is hot, CPD-ART
would probably make decision to retrieve ’iced coffee’ and
’thick ham pizza’ since they have the highest probability
value in each object context input channel. On the other
hand, if Mary orders beverage and food at noon when it
is hot, CPD-ART would probably make decision to retrieve

’iced water’ and ’thin seafood pizza’. Thus, learning phase
of the context preference ﬁeld was successfully performed
as CPD-ART could learn the preference of the subject and
retrieve them accordingly.
Table III shows the retrieval results of the second scenario
which works in prediction phase at the context preference
ﬁeld. We can see that all the results retrieved by CPD-ART
decision making analysis are the objects with highest values
of probabilities weight vectors in Fig. 8 and 9. These show
that context preference-based retrieval process is carried out
correctly according to the knowledge learned from the ﬁrst
scenario by context preference ﬁeld.
For further analysis, episode retrieval results of ’John
ordering beverage and pizza at morning when it is warm’
are presented in Table IV. As shown, CPD-ART is able to
retrieve duplicate events such as ’release cup’ and ’grasp
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cup’ in serving beverage task and also ’grasp plate’, ’open
microwave’, and ’close microwave’ in serving pizza task.
Besides, object in certain events is also changed based on
the criteria (shown as underlined text): ’hot water’ in serving
beverage task and ’thick seafood pizza’ in serving pizza task.
This implies that CPD-ART can retrieve not only episode with
duplicate events but also different kinds of object based on
subjects and preference criteria provided.
V. C ONCLUSION
This paper proposed a new approach of user preferences
integration in episodic memory encoding and retrieval
processes based on CPD-ART. It works under Deep ART
framework with context preference ﬁeld introduced in both
encoding and retrieval processes. The context preference ﬁeld
enables CPD-ART to make decision based on subject and
preference criteria. Our simulation shows that CPD-ART is
capable of not only retrieving the encoded sequence of events
correctly, but also retrieving different kinds of input of an event
based on the encoded criteria and episode context.
For future works, we will ﬁnd a method to indicate a new
preference criterion or object so that CPD-ART can learn a
new knowledge without any problem. In addition, we will
also consider to include the effect of emotion in our memory
architecture.
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